
CHAPTER ill

WHY ORGANISMS BEHAVE

The terms "cause" and "effect" are no longer widely usel l

in science. They have been associated with so many theories of the i

structure and operation of the universe that they mean more than \

tion." The new terms do not suggest how a cause causes its eftect:
they merely assert that difterent events ter{to_gg9g{9tr!bgju,-
cqrtg:ia-Ofd9r. This is important, Gi'-it ir "ot crucial- Thete is no
particular danger in using "cause" and "effect" in an informal discug
sion if we are always ready to substitute their more exact counter-
parts.

We__are concejngd, then, wi!-tr !!g_9eq,s_es,9llruman behavior. We
want to know why men behave as they do. Any condition or event
which can be shown to have an effect upon behavior must be taken
into account. By discovering and analyzing these causes we caril
predict behavior; to the extent that we can manipulate them, we cag\
control behavior.

There is a curious inconsistency in the zeal with which the doctrine
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of personal freedom has been defended, because men have always

i.* frr"in"ted by the search for causes' The spontaneity of-human

behavior is apparently no more challenging than its "why and where-

fore." So strong is the urge to explain behavior that men have been

led to anticipaf, legitimale scientific inquiry and to construct highly

his Practice is not unusual in the

rY- subjec-t begins in the realm of

ion P19c_ede-1

lchemY. The

had, and still has, its astrologers and alchemi

prescientific explanation fumiihes us with a fantastic array of causes

*hi.tt have no function other than to supply spurious answers to

luestions which must otherwise go unanswered in the early stages

of a science.

SOME POPULAR "CAUSES'' OF BEHAVIOR

Any conspicuous event which coincides with human behavior is

likelytobeseizeduponaSacaure.Theposition.oftheplanetsatthe
birth of the individiafii in-example. Usually astrologers do not try

to predict specific actions from such causes' but when they tell us

thai a man will be impetuous, careless, or thoughtful' we must sup

pose that specific actions are assumed to be afiected' Numerology

findsadifferentsetofcauses-forexample,inthenumberswhich
compose the street address of the individual or in the number of

letteis in his name. Millions of people turn to these spurious causes

every year in their desperate need to understand human behavior

and to deal with it effectivelY

The predictions of astrologers, numerologists' and the like are i

usually ,o u"grr" that they cannot be confirmed or disproved properly'

Failuies are easily overiooked, while an occasional chance hit is

dramatic enough to maintain the behavior of the devotee in con'

siderable strength' Certaiu valid relations which resemble such

superstitions oFer spurious support' For example' some characteris-

tics of behavior can be traced to the season in which a man is born

(thoughnottothepositionoftheplanetsathisbirth),aswellasto
climatic conditions tue in part to the position of the earth in thc
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solar system. or to events in the sun. Effects of this sort, when
properly validated, must not be overlook"d. Th.y do not, of course,
justify astrology.

Another common practice is to explain behavior in terms of the
structure of the individual. The proportions of the bodyr the shape

of the head, the color of the eyes, skin, or hair, the marks on the
palms of the hands, and the features of the face have all been said

to determine what a man will do. The "jovial fat man," Cassius with
his "lean and hungry look," and thousands of other characte?s or
types thoroughly embedded in our,language affect our practices in
dealing with human behavior. A specific act may never be predicted
from physique, but different types of personality imply predisposi-
tions to behave in different ways, so that specific acts are presumed
to be aftected. This practice resembles the mistake we all make when
we expect someone who looks like an old acq'r:intance to behave
like him also. When a "type" is once established, it survives in wery-
day use because the predictions which are made with it, like those
of astrology, are vague, and occasional hits may be startling. Spurious
support is also offered by many valid relations between behavior and
body type. Studies of the physiques of men and women predisposed
to difterent sorts of disorders have from time to time held the atten-
tion of students of behavior. The most recent classiEcation of body
structure-the somatotyping of W. H. Sheldon-has already been
applied to the prediction of temperament and of various forms of
delinquency. Valid relations between behavior and body $pe must,
of course, be laken into account in a science of behavior, but these

should not be confused with the relations invoked in the uncritical
practice of the layman.

Even when a correlation between behavior and body structure is

demonstrated, it is not always clear which is the cause of which. Even
if it could be shown by proper statistical methods that fat men are
especially likely to be jolly, it still would not follow that the physique
causes the temperament. Fat people are at a disadvantage in many
ways, and they may develop jolly behavior as a special competitive
technique. folly people may grow fat because they are free of the
emotional disturbances which drive other people to overwork or to
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neglect their diet or their health

they have been successful in satis

eating. Where the feature of

we must ask whether the behavior

When we find, or think we have found, that conspicuous physical

features explain part of a man's behavior, it is tempting to suppose

that inconspi.ooos features explain other parts' This is implied in

theassertionthatamanshowscertainbehaviorbecausehewas..born
that way." To object to this is not to a

determined by hereditary factors' Beh

organism which is the product of a genet

in the behavior of different species show that the genetic constitu-

tion,whetherobservedinthebodvstructureoftheindividualor
inferred from a genetic history, is important' But the doctrine of
,.being born that way" has litile to do rnith demonstrated facts. It

;s usu"ally an appeal tL ignorance. "Heredity," as the layman uses the

term, is 
" 

n.tio"tt explanation of the behavior attributed to it'

Evenwhenitcanbeshownthatsomeaspectofbehaviorisdue
to season of birth, gross body tyPe, or genetic constitution' the fact is

oflimiteduse.Itmayhelpusinpredictingbehavior,butitisoflittle
value in an experimental analysis or in practical control because such

aconditioncannotbemanipulatedaftertheindividualhasbeencon.
ceived. The most that can be said is that the knowledge of the genetic

factormayenableustomakebetteruseofothercauses.Ifweknowl
that an individual has certain inherent limitations, we may use outi

techniques of control more intelligently, but we cannot alter the\

genetic factor'" Th" practical deficiencies of programs involving causes of this

sort may explain some of the vehemence with which they are com-

monly i.baied. Many people study human behavior because they

want to do somethirig eUoot it-they want to make men happier'

more efficient and priductive, less aggressive' and so on' To these

people, inhe zed in various "racial types"

-appear to rnce they leave no course of

action but t Program of eugenics' The evidence

for genetic traits is therefore closelv scrutinized' and any indication
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that it is weak or inconsistent is received with enthusiasm. But the
practical issue must not be allowed to interfere in determining the
extent to which behavioral dispositions are inherited. The matter is

not so crucial as is often supposed, for we shall see that there are

other types of causes available for those who want quicker results,

INNER "CAUSES"

Every science has at some time or other looked for causes of action
inside the things it has studied. Sometimes the practice has proved
useful, sometimes it has not. There is nothing wrong with an inner
explanation as such, but events which are,located inside a system are

likely to be difficult to observe. For this reason we are encouraged to
assign properties to them without justification. Worse still, we can
ir-utrt_eAUgC_gflhis sort without fear of contradiction. The motion
of a rolling stone was once attributed to its vis viva. The chemical
properties of bodies were thought to be derived from the principles
or essences of which they were composed. Combustion was explained
by the phlogiston inside the combustible object. Wounds healed and
bodies grew well because of a yis medicatrix. It has been especially
tempting to attribute the behavior of a living organism to the be-

havior of an inner agent, as the following examples may suggest.

e

e

long trial we read that the jury shows signs of brain fdg, that the
neryes of the accused 

^re 
on edge, that the wife of the accused is on

the verge of. a nenous breakdown, and that his lawyer is generally
thought to have lacked the brains needed to stand up to the prosecu-

tion. Obviously, no direct observations have been made of the nervous
systems of any of these people. Their "brains" and "neryes" have
been invented on the spur of the moment to lend substance to what
might otherwise seem a superficial account of their behavior.

The sciences of neurology and physiology have not divested them-
selves entirely of a similar practice. Since techniques for obsewing
the electrical and chemical processes in nervous tissue had not yet


